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Abstract

This paper presents a method for parameterizing three-dimensional (3D) point-clouds using a recursive subdivision approach. The proposed

solution adapts ideas from emerging point-based geometric modelling and extends the dynamic base surfaces (DBS) concept in order to improve

the accuracy of the produced parameterizations. Using the new approach it is possible to compute parameterizations for point-clouds which may be

‘‘thick’’ or with a varying density. Indicative examples are presented to illustrate the benefits of the proposed method.

# 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Point-based modelling has received a considerable attention

during the last years mainly due to the availability of fast and

accurate measuring devices and the increased processing

capacity of modern personal computers. The basic idea is to use

the point as the primary geometric structure for representing

object surfaces. Under this way a surface comprises of a set of

points known as a point-cloud. Usually, no additional geometric

or topological information is stored in these point-based

structures which are also called as point-set surfaces [1].

Nowadays, a considerable amount of research work focuses

on performing various geometric modelling and graphics tasks

using a point-set surface; indicative examples include:

� Rendering [1–3].

� Object manipulation and editing [4,5].

� CNC machining and rapid prototyping (RP) [6,7].

� Interactive surface painting [8] and curve drawing onto point-

clouds for industrial design [9,10].

On the other hand, existing CAD/CAE/CAM systems for

developing free-form products use as primary CAD-model a

representation based on continuous, analytic curves and

surfaces (e.g., NURBS). Thus, when the input is a point-

cloud, a reverse engineering (RE) method is used to ‘‘translate’’

the given point-model into a curve/surface model [11]. A major

processing phase in RE is the assignment of adequate

parametric values that best represent the points’ position

within the rectangular domain in the plane. This problem

becomes complicated with point-clouds with (a) varying

density, (b) holes or sharp edges, (c) boundaries. Furthermore,

modern data-acquisition devices produce very dense or ‘‘thick’’

(otherwise noisy) point-clouds rendering a lot of existing

parameterization methods inappropriate.

The above issues hinder modern design-technologies like

virtual engineering [12] and rapid prototyping [7] since these

are using, almost exclusively, polygon meshes. For instance,

stereolithography (STL) format has become an industry

standard with respect to RP or 3D printing [13]. However,

producing a robust surface triangulation from a point-cloud is

still a hard procedure which involves user’s intervention and a

good point parameterization.

This paper presents a new method for parameterizing

unstructured point-clouds based primarily on ideas from point-

based geometric modelling. The new method is built upon

the dynamic base surfaces (DBS) method introduced in [14]

and improved shortly after in [9,10,15]. The new method is

able to process point-sets with some or all of the characteristics

(a)–(c).
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Although the proposed method is suitable for point-clouds

with disk-like topology, which is considered in [16] as ‘‘the

most-important parameterization task’’, the new method is able

to handle trimmed surfaces with holes or with undersampled

areas.

It must be clarified that, it is meaningless in the context of

the present research to talk about ‘‘estimating measurement

error in a point-cloud’’ or about ‘‘denoising a point-cloud’’.

Indeed, this research considers the point-cloud as a ‘‘primary

geometric model’’, at the same level with NURBS, solid or

triangulation models, describing three-dimensional objects in a

CAD/CAE/CAM or computer-graphics system. Thus, a given

point-cloud is treated as the only available (‘‘exact’’) model for

a geometric object that must be further processed, so that

specific design/analysis or visualization tasks are achieved.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews

existing parameterization methods focusing on the original

DBS method. Sections 3 and 4 present the components of the

new recursive DBS method. The main technical details of the

new method are described in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, Section

7 presents an in-depth discussion of selected examples.

2. Previous work and motivation

Since the introduction of texture mapping by Catmull in

1974 [17], one of the most intensive areas of computer graphics

research involved the determination of adequate surface

parameterizations for performing non-distorted texture map-

ping. Indeed, the early method of Ma and Lin [18] considered a

three-dimensional (3D) triangle mesh which is flattened onto

the plane preserving (optimally) the lengths of the 3D triangle

edges. Later, Maillot et al. [19] improved the proposed surface

parameterization method by taking into account the signed

areas of the 3D triangles.

Azariadis and Aspragathos [20] utilized a constrained

energy model, which is an extension of [19], in order to derive

surface parameterizations with local control. That paper

established also a method for measuring the metric distortion

between a 3D triangle mesh and the corresponding 2D

parameterization by examining a piecewise-linear mapping

between those two domains in a triangle-by-triangle basis.

The result of every such comparison is two values named as dp

and dq which express the mapping distortion between the

corresponding triangles. This analytically computed distor-

tion is then used for the development of a space-variant

filtering technique for antialising texture mapped images. A

similar approach is followed for performing a virtual quality

control in the 2D parameterization of a given 3D triangulated

surface [21].

During that period Hormann and Greiner [22] studied

independently the distortion between a triangle in a 3D mesh

and its corresponding in the 2D parameterization and concluded

also to the same distortion indices denoted therein by s1 and s2.

These indices are utilized to formulate and minimize a non-

linear energy function in order to derive a most isometric

parameterization of a 3D triangle mesh. This method has been

successfully applied to remeshing triangulated surfaces [23].

Many parameterization methods employ an underlying 3D

triangle mesh and, generally, using an iterative procedure they

produce a topologically identical 2D triangulation (or para-

meterization). An extensive review of parameterization

methods is given by Floater and Hormann [16] and it is

beyond the scope of this paper. We present, however, a set of

indicative methods for parameterizing a 3D triangle mesh.

Harmonic parameterizations minimize the squared distances

of the triangle edge lengths [24]. The proposed method requires

a fixed and convex planar boundary to produce the underlying

conformal maps. Floater’s [25] shape preserving approach

locates the new vertices of the interior triangles using

barycentric mappings. Horman and Greiner [26] utilized

hierarchical representations of triangulated surfaces in order

to speed up the parameterization process. Through this process

the global problem is represented by a hierarchical parameter-

ization of different levels of detail.

In [27] a special multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) method is

proposed to parameterize a curved surface utilizing geodesic

distances. Zigelman et al. [28] improved this method by

introducing a new mapping technique that preserves both the

local and the global structure of the parameterization with

minimal shearing effects. Sander et al. [29,30] used a ‘‘texture

stretch’’ metric based on the singular values of the Jacobian of

the affine 2D-to-3D mapping to compute a good parameteriza-

tion.

Levy et al. [31] proposed the so called least squares

conformal maps which are built upon a criterion that minimizes

angle deformations and non-uniform scalings. Desbrun et al.

[32] developed a set of intrinsic parameterizations which

preserve either angles (discrete conformal mapping) or areas

(discrete authalic mapping) which are combined to form a

general discrete parameterization method. They apply their

theoretical results to parameterize 3D triangle meshes with a

fixed 2D boundary in the parametric space. They also show how

to interactively optimize the boundary of the parameterization

with respect to an appropriate energy.

Yu et al. [33] presented an algorithm using the in-plane strain

related to the transformation of the curved surface to its planar

development. Another approach [34] formulated the planar

development problem using a spring–mass system and

calculates the strain energy released during flattening.

Another set of parameterization methods considers that the

point-cloud is ‘‘enclosed’’ within a 3D boundary topologically

identical to a disk which is mapped onto a convex 2D border with

equivalent topology. This approach obtains a parameterization

by solving a linear system to determine the 2D embedded

positions of the interior vertices [35]. Various methods are

developed to allow non-convex 2D boundaries; see e.g., [36].

Other approaches in the above category consider a base

surface interpolating a given 3D boundary. The orthogonal

projection of the point-cloud onto the base surface produces the

required parameterization [37]. Dynamic base surfaces [14]

extend the ‘‘base surface concept’’ by approximating the

surface of a point-cloud iteratively. Under a similar ‘‘in-spirit’’

approach active surfaces [38] approximate the shape of a

point-set surface through an iterative scheme by minimizing a
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quadratic approximation of a squared distance function

expressing the distance from the active surface to the point-

cloud.

2.1. Point-cloud parameterization based on dynamic base

surfaces

Given a cloud of points C ¼ f pm ¼ ðxm; ym; zmÞjm ¼
0; . . . ;N � 1g and a set of four boundary curves, topologically

identical to a rectangle, the original DBS method [14] produces

a continuous surface which interpolates the given boundary and

approximates the cloud points. This method is based on a grid-

projection scheme where an initial grid of points and a set of

corresponding projection directions are obtained from the

approximating surface. The grid of points is projected onto the

point-cloud by linearly minimizing an energy function which is

a convex combination of a distance metric and a first-order

smoothing functional. Then a continuous DBS is constructed by

interpolating this (projected) grid. If the approximation error

(defined to be the mean distance between every cloud point and

its projection point onto the DBS) is large, then a new grid is

obtained with increased size and the overall procedure is

repeated as long as the approximation accuracy is not achieved

and the grid size is under a predefined threshold.

One of the main advantages of DBS parameterization,

compared against existing methods, is that DBS produces

satisfactory results also for ‘‘thick’’ clouds with many points,

and for point-clouds with a varying density. Indeed, para-

meterizing methods based on convex combinations (see e.g.,

[35]) impose a sparse linear system with millions of coefficients

which is quite difficult to store in computer memory and solve.

Nevertheless, variations in the point-cloud density can

introduce either wrong neighbourhood estimations or erroneous

calculations of weighting coefficients. On the other hand, an

attempt to triangulate a ‘‘thick’’ point-cloud can fail due to the

lack of correct topological data. Other existing methods for

surface reconstruction using triangle meshes contradict all the

above characteristics as they need a constant point-cloud

density [39] or a ‘‘good sample from a smooth surface’’ [40,41].

Although the original DBS parameterization method attempts

to approximate the entire point-cloud with one continuous

surface minimizing, therefore, the number of control points, it is

not possible to guarantee an acceptable surface approximation

for the entire point-cloud. Indeed, quite often the approximation

error is acceptable for most of the cloud and still it is quite large

for some very small regions of that. This results to poor point

parameterization in these regions.

Fig. 1 illustrates a failure of the original DBS method to

approximate the front part of the point-cloud of a shoe last.

Although the mean approximation error is 0.341 mm (surface

bounding box is 246 mm � 38 mm � 102 mm) there is still a

large error in the area indicated in Fig. 1b which will result to

poor local parameterization.

The proposed method overcomes the local accuracy problem

by following a ‘‘divide and conquer’’ approach. When a large

local error of approximation is identified the current ‘‘base

surface modelling problem’’ is subdivided in four such

problems which are treated independently. The overall structure

is represented by a quadtree scheme, while neighbouring DBS

patches are seamed under a C0 rule.

Fig. 2 shows the result of applying the new recursive DBS

method to the shoe last point-cloud. The previous accuracy

problems are overcome and the new base surface approximates

the point-cloud with a mean accuracy of 0.1 mm. The new

method is also based on a new grid-projection technique which

produces smoother DBS patches.

3. Approximating a point-cloud with a C0 composite

surface based on recursive DBS subdivision

The proposed point parameterization methodology refers to a

given cloud of points C, equipped with (i) a four-sided boundary

B ¼ fbl; br; bt; bbg (topologically identical to a rectangle), and

(ii) a ‘‘cloud surface accuracy criterion’’ expressing the average

Fig. 1. (a) A point-cloud together with a set of boundary curves (denoted by the red, blue, green and cyan curves). (b) The resulted dynamic base surface is not able to

approximate accurately the surface forepart. (c) The corresponding grid of points of the final DBS.
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distance between the cloud points and their projection on the

approximating surface A. The present parameterization meth-

odology requires that C is approximated by a surface A that

satisfies the accuracy criterion. However, when this criterion is

not satisfied thenA is subdivided into smaller partsAi and cloud

C is approximated by a C0 assembly fAig of surfaces. The overall

problem is summarized in the following:

Problem R Subdivide DBS A and cloud C into sub-surfaces

fAig and subclouds fCig, where C �
S
Ci, so that

(a) each Ci is approximated by a surface Ai in

accordance with the given accuracy criterion, and

(b) the surfaces Ai form a C0 assembly fAig of

surfaces whose boundary is B ¼ fbl; br; bt; bbg.

The proposed algorithm to solve Problem R is an iterative

process, whose initial stage (k = 0) defines the corresponding

surface Að0Þ as a Coons-patch interpolating Bð0Þ�B. When

Að0Þ is not approximating Cð0Þ with the required accuracy, the

following iterative surface-subdivision process is applied (here

described for the kth level of subdivision).

Let AðkÞ be the dynamic base surface that approximates a

cloud CðkÞ after k levels of subdivisions, and let BðkÞ ¼
fblðkÞ; brðkÞ; btðkÞ; bbðkÞg denote the closed boundary ofAðkÞ.
AðkÞ is subdivided into four sub-surfaces according to the

following Algorithm A1 (see also Fig. 3). Briefly, this

subdivision requires (a) four new sets of boundaries (one set

for each sub-surface) and (b) four new subsets of point-clouds,

for associating every subset with the corresponding sub-

surface. The subdivision procedure is driven by certain

terminating criteria which assert whether a sub-surface

approximates the corresponding subset of cloud points with

the required accuracy. The algorithm details are given below.

Algorithm A1 (Recursive DBS subdivision).

A1.1 The two ‘‘middle’’ parametric curves of AðkÞ are

calculated for u = 1/2, v ¼ 1=2, respectively, and are

projected, in a ‘‘discrete manner’’, onto the point-cloud

CðkÞ. More specifically, on each curve, a finite set of

points is selected and projected onto CðkÞ along certain

projection directions which are normal to AðkÞ at these

points (see Section 5). In this way two new ‘‘digital

curves’’ are obtained, namely bl,r(k) and bl,b(k) (examples

are the ‘‘middle’’ curves in Fig. 4b).

A1.2 Using the two digital curves defined in A1.1, four four-

sided boundaries are derived after splitting their corre-

sponding parametric intervals in half. Thus one derives

four sets of boundary curves Biðk þ 1Þ ¼ fbi
lðk þ 1Þ;

bi
rðk þ 1Þ; bi

tðk þ 1Þ; bi
bðk þ 1Þg, for i = 1, . . ., 4.

A1.3 Using Biðk þ 1Þ and AðkÞ four new sets of grid points

Giðk þ 1Þ ¼ f pi
m;nðk þ 1Þg are derived for i = 1, . . ., 4,

where m and n denote the grid size in the two parametric

directions, respectively. The obtained grids are associated

with projection directions N iðk þ 1Þ ¼ ðni
m;nðk þ 1ÞÞ

which are normal to AðkÞ at pi
m;nðk þ 1Þ.

A1.4 By interpolating Giðk þ 1Þ four dynamic base surfaces

Aiðk þ 1Þ are obtained. All derived surfaces are seamed

along the boundaries bl,r(k) and bl,b(k) with C0 continuity.

A1.5 Using Biðk þ 1Þ and Aiðk þ 1Þ, CðkÞ is subdivided into

four subclouds Ciðk þ 1Þ (CðkÞ ¼
S

i Ciðk þ 1Þ). Every

cloud Ciðk þ 1Þ is associated to one surfaceAiðk þ 1Þ, for

i = 1, . . ., 4 (see subclouds in Fig. 4c).

A1.6 Every surface Aiðk þ 1Þ is projected towards Ciðk þ 1Þ
(see Section 5 for the details of this operation). This step

involves a terminating criterion which is applied to every

Aiðk þ 1Þ surface as follows:

A1.6.1 If Aiðk þ 1Þ is not approximating Ciðk þ 1Þ with

the required accuracy then,

A1.6.1.a if the grid size is under a predefined

threshold, then a new row and column is

added to the grid along the two

parametric directions, respectively, and

Fig. 2. Different views of the result of the new recursive DBS method.

Fig. 3. The quadtree structure of the recursive dynamic base surfaces.
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the DBS evolution continues iteratively.

Otherwise,

A1.6.1.b the current surface Aiðk þ 1Þ is sub-

divided and a separate ‘‘surface approx-

imating procedure’’ is started from step

A1.1.

A1.6.2 If the terminating criterion is satisfied the current

DBS evolution procedure is finalised.

The overall procedure is represented by a quadtree structure

as it is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum allowed leaf level (or

DBS subdivisions) is denoted by ‘max and it is usually equal to

four. Fig. 4 shows the subdivision of a dynamic base surface and

a point-cloud into four sub-surfaces and four subclouds,

respectively.

4. Point-cloud parameterization using the recursive

DBS method

Every cloud point is parameterized by projecting it

orthogonally onto the corresponding DBS surface. The

subdivision process described in Algorithm A1 produces a

set of dynamic base surfaces which may lie in different

quadtree levels. Thus, one has to associate with each Aið‘Þ,
where ‘ denotes the leaf level (1 � ‘ � ‘max) and i = 1, . . ., 4, a

rectangular area in the parametric domain I ¼ ½0; 1�2 for

assigning parameter values to the corresponding points of cloud

Cið‘Þ. This is performed by subdividing I in rectangular areas

according to the resulted quadtree structure. Therefore, every

leaf in the DBS quadtree structure is associated to a parametric

domain I ið‘Þ� I .

The point-cloud subdivision method mentioned in A1.5 (and

detailed later in Section 6) produces subclouds which have a

limited number of points duplicated in the vicinity of the

surfaces’ boundaries. Thus, the parameterization procedure

should select for every such point the best parameter values

from all possible alternatives. The overall parameterization

procedure is presented formally in Algorithm A2 below, while

technical details are given in subsequent sections.

Algorithm A2 (Point-cloud parameterization).

A2.1 For every subcloud Cið‘Þ and for each point pi
rð‘Þ 2 Cið‘Þ,

r ¼ 0; . . . ;Nið‘Þ � 1 (where Nið‘Þ is the number of

points in Cið‘Þ) do:

A2.2.1 Project pi
rð‘Þ ontoAið‘Þ. This operation produces

a point qi
rð‘Þ on Aið‘Þ and a pair of parameters

ui
rð‘Þ ¼ ðui

rð‘Þ; vi
rð‘ÞÞ 2 I ið‘Þ.

A2.2.2 Compute and store along with pi
rð‘Þ and ui

rð‘Þ the

squared distance di
rð‘Þ ¼ jj pi

rð‘Þ � qi
rð‘Þjj

2
.

A2.2 For every cloud point pm 2C do:

A2.2.1 Find all subclouds Cið‘Þ that contain pm.

This step actually produces a set of indices

J ¼ fði; ‘; rðmÞÞj pm 2Cið‘Þ; pm ¼ pi
rðmÞð‘Þg,

with 1 � i � 4 and 1 � ‘ � ‘max, such that

pm ¼ pi
rðmÞð‘Þ 2

T
ði;‘Þ 2J Cið‘Þ.

A2.2.2 Let l ¼ minrðmÞ argfdi
rðmÞð‘Þjði; ‘; rðmÞÞ 2J g.

A2.2.3 The parameter values for pm are um ¼ ui
lð‘Þ.

A2.2.4 Remove pm from the ‘‘active’’ point-cloud list

and continue until all points pm have been

processed.

5. Grid-projection onto the point-cloud

An important component of Algorithm A1 is a tool for

projecting points or point sets onto a point-cloud. This tool is

utilized i.e., in steps A1.1 and A1.6 to project either a surface

curve or a point-grid onto the cloud of points. In this section we

present a new ‘‘grid-onto-cloud’’ projection method that

enhances significantly the DBS methodology and also can

be used in other problems (i.e., digital curves design).

Fig. 4. (a) An initial DBS approximating a point-cloud. (b) The surface ‘‘middle’’ curves projected onto the point-cloud. (c) The subdivision of the point-cloud in four

subclouds. (d) Four DBS patches approximating the four different subclouds.
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5.1. Point-projection onto a point-cloud

Let C be the given point-cloud and let p = (x, y, z) be an

arbitrary 3D point, which must be projected onto C along the

associated projection vector n = (nx, ny, nz). The pair p, n is

denoted by p̂ ¼ p; nh i. Then, the directed projection p* of p̂ ¼
p; nh i onto the point-cloud C is defined as follows: each pm 2 C

is associated to a positive weight am (these are defined below).

Then, p* is the solution of the problem (see extensive analysis in

[9,10]):1

find p	minimizing Eð p	Þ ¼
XN�1

m¼0

amjj p	 � pmjj
2

(1)

We describe p* = (x*, y*, z*) as

p	 ¼ p	ðtÞ ¼ pþ tn; t2R (2)

Then, the solution of problem (1) corresponds to

t ¼ l� pn

jjnjj2
(3)

where

l ¼ c1nx þ c2ny þ c3nz

c0

; and c0 ¼
XN�1

m¼0

am; c1 ¼
XN�1

m¼0

amxm; c2

¼
XN�1

m¼0

amym; c3 ¼
XN�1

m¼0

amzm (4)

The works [9,10] have established that appropriate values

for the weights {am} are given by

am ¼
1

1þ jj pm � pjj2jjð pm � pÞ � njj2
; am 2 ½0; 1� (5)

5.2. Grid definition and projection

Given a parametric surface S ¼ Sðu; vÞ, u; v2 ½0; 1�, and a

point-cloud C:

(a) A set of points G ¼ f pi; jg is selected along the two

parametric directions of S, which constitutes the so called

grid of points denoted by pi; j ¼ Sðui; v jÞ, i = 0, . . ., m � 1,

j = 0, . . ., n � 1. Each grid point is coupled with a

projection direction, which is the actual surface normal

direction at the given point. Thus, the grid pi,j is asso-

ciated to a grid of normal vectors ni,j, where

ni; j ¼ ðSuðui; v jÞÞðSvðui; v jÞÞ=jjðSuðui; v jÞÞðSvðui; v jÞÞjj.
(b) Every grid point is projected onto the point-cloud along the

associated direction. This projection is performed ‘‘row-’’

or ‘‘column-wise’’ i.e., an entire row (respective column) of

grid points is simultaneously projected onto the point-

cloud. Under this way one is able to control the smoothness

of a projected grid section (i.e., a grid row or column) by

minimizing its chord length.

The grid-projection procedure terminates when all grid

sections are projected onto the point-cloud.

5.3. The new smooth grid-projection: introducing a

second-order smoothing functional in the projection

procedure

A new method for projecting the grid of points pi,j along the

associated direction vectors ni,j onto the point-cloud is proposed

in this section. Below, a set of row or column grid-points

p̂i; j0 ¼ h pi; j0; ni; j0i, i = 0, . . ., m � 1, 0 � j0 < n paired with

their corresponding direction vectors will be called as a

polygonal curve. The basic steps of the new projection

algorithm are outlined in the following:

Algorithm A3 (Smooth polygonal curve projection).

A3.1 The polygonal curve p̂i; j0 is discretized producing a set

p̂ ¼ f p̂k ¼ h pk; nkijk ¼ 0; . . . ;K � 1g of K distinct

nodes pk. This discretization constitutes a relatively

dense sampling of the initial polygonal curve pi,j0 and it is

achieved by setting a constant length between successive

sample points.

A3.2 The node-set p̂ is projected onto the point-cloud by

minimizing an energy function (see details below).

During the projection process the first and last nodes, p̂0

and p̂K�1, are fixed, since they lie onto the point-cloud

boundary.

A3.3 The projected node-set (which is a polygonal curve

considered to lie onto the cloud) is sampled producing m

grid points p	i; j0.

The smooth projection of p̂ onto C is a polygonal curve

q	 ¼ f p	kg that minimizes a convex combination of a distance

function and a first- and second-order smoothing function:

E ¼ ð1� gÞDþ gðLþ CÞ; g 2 ½0; 1� (6)

where

D ¼
XK�1

k¼1

Eð p	kÞ (7)

is a ‘‘measure’’ of the distance between the polygonal curve and

the point-cloud,

L ¼
XK�2

k¼0

jjp	k � p	kþ1jj
2

(8)

measures the length of the projected polygonal curve, and

C ¼
XK�3

k¼0

jj p	k � 2 p	kþ1 þ p	kþ2jj
2

(9)

approximates the second derivative of the polygonal curve q*.

The weight factor g is used to fine tune the projection process,

e.g., one would like to increase g in point-clouds with high

curvature regions and vice versa.1 The Euclidean norm of a vector v is denoted by jjvjj.
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Each p	k is defined by p	k ¼ pk þ tknk, thus, the whole

polygonal curve q* is defined by the vector t = (tk) (k = 1, . . .,
K � 2) (we set t0 = tK�1 = 0 since the first and last nodes are

fixed). Eq. (6) is minimized when t is the solution of the linear

system:

½ð1� gÞIþ gðAþ BÞ�t ¼ ð1� gÞeþ gðaþ bÞ (10)

i.e.

t ¼ ½ð1� gÞIþ gðAþ BÞ��1½ð1� gÞeþ gðaþ bÞ� (11)

The matrix A is tridiagonal and symmetric with

(K � 2) � (K � 2) elements and is given by

A ¼

2 �n1n2

..

.

�nk�1nk 2 �nknkþ1

..

.

�nK�2nK�3 2

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

(12)

Similarly, the matrix B is banded and symmetric with

(K � 2) � (K � 2) elements and is given by

Vectors a and b are given by

a ¼

ð p0 � p1Þn1 þ ð p1 � p2Þn1

..

.

ð pk�1 � pkÞnk þ ð pk � pkþ1Þnk

..

.

ð pK�3 � pK�2ÞnK�2 þ ð pK�2 � pK�1ÞnK�2

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

(14)

and

b ¼

�½�2 p0 þ 5 p1 � 4 p2 þ p3�n1

�½ p0 � 4 p1 þ 6 p2 � 4 p3 þ p4�n2

..

.

�½ pk�2 � 4 pk�1 þ 6 pk � 5 pkþ1 þ pkþ2�nk

..

.

�½ pK�5 � 4 pK�4 þ 6 pK�3 � 4 pK�2 þ pK�1�nK�3

�½ pK�4 � 4 pK�3 þ 5 pK�2 � 2 pK�1�nK�2

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

(15)

While vector e is

e ¼

l1 � p1n1

jjn1jj2

..

.

lk � pknk

jjnkjj2

..

.

lK�2 � pK�2nK�2

nK�2k k2

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA

(16)

where lk ¼ c1
knx

k þ c2
kny

k þ c3
knz

k=c0
k and the scalars c0

k , c1
k , c2

k , c3
k

are defined by Eq. (4) for each p̂k. Finally, I is the

(K � 2) � (K � 2) identity matrix.

Systematic numerical tests establish that the above

projection method gives satisfactory results, e.g., in Fig. 5,

discrete curvature plots are presented for a grid section

projected using three different methods. The ‘‘NoSmoothing’’

plot shows the discrete curvature of the polygonal curve

projected with g = 0. The ‘‘MinLength’’ case uses g = 0.5; this

corresponds to the smoothing method [9] that exactly proposed

‘‘polygon smoothing’’ based on minimizing the ‘‘length

functional’’ of Eq. (8). Finally, ‘‘MinLengthCurv’’ is the result

of the new method using all functionals (7)–(9) with g = 0.5.

Clearly, the new method results in a projected grid section with

a much smoother discrete curvature.

B ¼

5 �4ðn1n2Þ n1n3

�4ðn1n2Þ 6 �4ðn3n2Þ n4n2

..

.

nk�2nk �4ðnk�1nkÞ 6 �4ðnkþ1nkÞ nkþ2nk

..

.

nK�4nK�3 6 �4ðnK�2nK�3Þ
nK�4nK�2 �4ðnK�2nK�3Þ 5

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

(13)

Fig. 5. The discrete curvature plots of a grid section.
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6. Point-cloud subdivision

During the subdivision process described in Algorithm A1

the point-cloud has to be portioned into four subclouds (see step

A1.5). This subdivision process must identify those cloud

points which are sufficiently close to a DBS Aiðk þ 1Þ in order

to include them with the corresponding subcloud Ciðk þ 1Þ. The

following procedure is employed to identify the subcloud

Ciðk þ 1Þ corresponding to one DBS patch Aiðk þ 1Þ:

Algorithm A4 (Point-cloud subdivision according to a DBS

patch Aiðk þ 1Þ).

A4.1 Project every point of CðkÞ onto the dynamic base surface

Aiðk þ 1Þ. The outcome is

A4.1.1 a point within the boundaries of Aiðk þ 1Þ, or

A4.1.2 a point outside the boundaries of Aiðk þ 1Þ, or

A4.1.3 no point at all.

A4.2 For each cloud point in CðkÞ corresponding to cases

A4.1.2 or A4.1.3: a new projection point is calculated by

projecting the cloud point onto the nearest DBS boundary.

A4.3 For each cloud point in CðkÞ: measure its distance to its

projection ontoAiðk þ 1Þ. All cloud points with a distance

sufficiently small (we use the heuristic limit-value = ‘‘25%

of the diagonal dimension of the bounding box of

Aiðk þ 1Þ’’) are included in the subcloud Ciðk þ 1Þ.
A4.4 Step A4.3 above produces subclouds which have a

number of points in common, since a point may be

‘‘sufficiently close’’ to more than one Aiðk þ 1Þ. So, this

post-processing step reduces the point-sets overlapping

according to the following criterion: if the distance

between a point in CðkÞ and its projection point onto

Aiðk þ 1Þ is very small (we use the heuristic limit-

value = ‘‘5% of the diagonal dimension of the bounding

box ofAiðk þ 1Þ’’) then this point is considered to belong

only to the subcloud Ciðk þ 1Þ and thus it is removed from

any other subclouds at the same subdivision level.

Fig. 4c shows the result of applying Algorithm A4 to the point-

cloud shown in Fig. 4b. The initial point-cloud is subdivided

into four subclouds illustrated with different colours. Fig. 4c

shows also the points of the ‘‘black subcloud’’ in the bottom-

right overlapping with points on the ‘‘blue subcloud’’ above.

7. Examples and discussion

The vast majority of parameterization methods are tested for

their accuracy and usefulness through practical applications

including i.e., surface reconstruction, remeshing, texture

mapping and others. In this section, the proposed method is

tested by performing four different tasks with the resulting

parameterizations. These tasks are described below.

7.1. Surface reconstruction by triangulation mapping

A standard 2D Delaunay triangulation algorithm [42] is

employed to triangulate the point-cloud parameter values in the

2D rectangular domain. The resulting 2D triangulation is

mapped onto the initial 3D point-cloud and the resulting

triangulated surface is visually examined. With this test, one

is able to verify the quality of a parameterization since bad

parameter values will result to a false reconstruction of the

3D surface and, hence, to visual artefacts. Note: This task

unifies all the different sub-parameterizations that are

produced via Algorithm A2 into a global point-cloud

parameterization.

The above evaluation method (a) has the disadvantage that it

is based on ‘‘visual examination’’ of a 3D triangulation. The

following methods (b) and (d) involve no user involvement,

while (c) eases visual examination of 3D triangulations using

texture mapping.

7.2. Planar development of the 3D triangulation obtained

from method (a)

This method actually performs a re-parameterization in the

planar domain [43]. The final result is algorithmically evaluated

using the quality control tools in [21], eliminating the need for

the user to visually examine any triangulation.

7.3. Texture mapping on the 3D triangulation from (a)

using the planar development of (b)

In this way, accuracy shortcomings can be visualized using

appropriate texture patterns like i.e., black circle disks in a

white background. Parameterization inaccuracies will be

noticeable by the deformation of the circle disks into ellipsoids.

7.4. Average distance error between the point-cloud and its

projection onto the final DBS patches

If this error is sufficiently small, then the distribution of

projected cloud-points does not differ much from that of the

given cloud-points.

The first example is the shoe last point-set surface of Fig. 1a.

The proposed recursive DBS method converged to an

acceptable approximation after two levels of subdivision

producing in-total 16 surface patches. Every DBS patch

interpolates a grid of 11 � 11 points and approximates the

associated subcloud with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

Fig. 6a shows the outcome of the evaluation method (a). The

obtained 3D mesh is smooth enough, as it is illustrated in the

shaded image of Fig. 6b, despite the fact that no smoothing

operations have been applied to the original point-cloud. Fig. 6c

depicts the outcome of the evaluation method (b). The obtained

2D triangulation is tested against the 3D mesh: The colour map

of Fig. 6d displays the length difference between every triangle

in the planar development of Fig. 6c and its corresponding one

in the 3D mesh; the result is very satisfactory as triangle

distortion does not exceed 0.3%. Finally, Fig. 6e examines the

accuracy of the obtained parameterization according to method

(c): the outcome appears to be flawless indicating that the

parameterization is good. Conclusion: In this example, all

evaluation criteria agree that the parameterization produced by

the new DBS method is very good.
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Similar results are obtained for the point-set surfaces

‘‘Bunny’’, ‘‘Horse’’ and ‘‘Human’’ shown in Fig. 7. All point-

clouds have been parameterized locally using the proposed

method. The ‘‘Bunny’’ point-cloud is approximated accurately

after four levels of DBS subdivisions and with a maximum grid

size equal to 10 � 10. The ‘‘Horse’’ and ‘‘Human’’ point-

clouds required three levels of subdivision in order to

approximate the local geometry with a mean error of

0.1 mm. Another interesting feature is that the resulted DBS

patches of Fig. 7b and c preserve the symmetry of the

underlying geometry.

In Fig. 8, the new parameterization method is applied on the

‘‘human head’’ point-cloud. Although the final 3D triangulation

produced through evaluating method (a) seems smooth and

accurate (Fig. 8b), application of the evaluation methods (d)

and (c) show some accuracy problems in the areas with high

curvature; see Fig. 8c and d, respectively. These results imply

that although the produced DBS parameterization is adequate

Fig. 6. Validating the parameterization of the point-cloud of a shoe last (Fig. 1a).

Fig. 7. The obtained dynamic base surfaces of various point-clouds.
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for surface meshing it is necessary to examine alternative

methods for surface flattening in order to derive a high-quality

texture mapping result.

Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates the performance of the proposed

method when applied in a trimmed surface with a large hole as

it is shown in Fig. 9a. The result of the DBS method is given in

Fig. 9b where one is able to note that the DBS patches are not

very smooth in vicinity of the trimmed area without, however,

affecting the point-cloud parameterization. Overall, the point-

cloud is parameterized quite accurately since the resulting DBS

surface approximates the point-cloud with an accuracy of

0.1 mm.

All algorithms, discussed in this paper, have been

implemented on a Pentium 4 1.8 GHz machine with 512 MB

of RAM. The execution time for the examples of this section

varies from 24 s (shoe last) to 117 s (‘‘Buny’’).

8. Conclusions

A vital prerequisite for efficiently using point-based surface

models, either in standard NURBS-based CAD or in emerging

cloud-based design systems, is availability of a robust

algorithm to parameterize point-clouds. In this paper, a new

parameterization method has been introduced based on

Fig. 8. The results of parameterizing the ‘‘human head’’ point-cloud.

Fig. 9. Parameterizing a trimmed point-cloud surface.
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recursive dynamic base surfaces constructed using a quadtree

structure and a novel grid-based surface-fitting technique. The

new method is an improvement of the original one reported in

[14] since it allows for a better parameterization of a point-

cloud. With the new method it is possible to capture the

geometry of small surface features in a point-cloud by dividing

the approximating surface recursively. The new approach

employs also a better point projection technique which results

to smoother DBS patches.

The proposed method in not dealing with point-cloud

smoothing or denoising. In fact, the presented concept

presumes that the point-cloud is noisy (i.e., thick) and treats

this noise a being part of the actual geometry. On the other

hand, our previous research on dense point-clouds has proved

that the error of the directed projection algorithm with noisy

data is bounded [9]. Therefore, this paper focuses on

producing smooth DBS patches rather than denoising the

raw point data.

Our current research focuses on employing this new

parameterization method to solve important open problems

in cloud-based geometric modelling and CAD.
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